
Our innovative and growing company is looking for a senior analyst, sales. We
appreciate you taking the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for
the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered
depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for senior analyst, sales

Work with Finance to follow up on outstanding payments to merchants
Working within the sales and marketing management function of the business
monitor and measure sales performance against plan on an ongoing basis
providing regular updates to the CBO and other executive stakeholders as
necessary
Lead in the automation of the sales goal tracking and territory management
in the Customer Relationship Management (CRM) system
Develop and maintain sales forecast reports and dashboards thereby
enabling individual sales contributors, sales and executive management
teams to fully understand the current and future state of the sales pipeline
the current sales period
Manage and disseminate sales booking and opportunity information
throughout the organization with specific and appropriate hand offs to the
contracts and finance departments
Analyze and report on account level sales data in order to identify trends,
strengths and weaknesses, and refine sales strategy
Prepare and analyze sales incentive compensation payout calculations for US
and Canadian Sales Forces in a timely manner, while maintaining data
integrity
Responsible for the continued evolution of sales reporting for North America
commercial operations
Support the Senior Manager of Sales Operations and CRM in targeting /
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Support the Master Data Steward in working with IT to test CRM system
upgrades and alignments, and to validate that changes have implemented
correctly

Qualifications for senior analyst, sales

Craft & Articulate the NA Wholesale Story
3-8 years experience in Sales Operations, Business Operations or Finance
3 - 5 years of experience in Sales Operations, Business Operations or Finance
preferably in IT environment
Experience in an Enterprise software sales environment a plus
Previous Accounting/Finance experience preferred
Must be able to provide guidance on complicated avails and resolve
problems


